
CHAPTER - 6 

6 Discussion, Conclusion and Future Developments 

6.1 Discussion and Conclusion 

The tire identification using artificial neural networks is investigated. The available 

methods for tire identification, such as discussed in the section 4.5 are o f f l i n e methods 

and the mechanism is complex and expensive. The method suggested in this experiment 

can be including directly to an available digital tire inflator, since it incorporated to the 

controller of the tire inflator. The tire identification can be done either on line or off 

line. 

The marketable tire inflators must not be too expensive and should be with a 

comparatively reasonable price. The suggested tire inflator with the intelligent tire 

identification facility does not need any other expensive mechanisms and can be 

marketed for a reasonable price. 

The extra accuracy and reliability provided by the artificial neural network is an added 

advantage and hence the system is robust and durable. 

In tire identification method, as an input, the pressure rise of the tire for a standard time 

interval is taken. Some times in the inflation operation the operator who holds the tire 

connector to the tire may not be holding the tire connector properly. This may end up 

with small pressure rise and the controller may identify the tire as a large tire. The user 

errors such can also be eliminated with the neural network based intelligent tire 

identifier. 

The tire market expands rapidly these days and different tire types arrive to the market 

with different tire sizes more frequently. The ability of neural networks to learn is an 

extra advantage to adapt to the situation. 

However the experiment is conducted for four different types of tires. Further data 

should be obtained from other tire types also and extensive training and testing will 

enable to improve the neural network configuration for the tire identification. 
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6.2 Future Developments. 

The experiment was conducted for four different tire types only and it must be tested for 

other tire types also. Finally expected to identify the tire volume directly and to do this 

enormous amount of data must be collected. 

After identifying the tire, the tire inflator must predict the inflation time period to 

achieve the set value without over inflation. The controller of the tire inflator can be 

developed to predict the inflation time with an advanced controller. Soon after the 

neural network identifies the tire the inflation time predictor can work with the help of 

this information. Developing a controller to achieve the set value of tire with one 

inflation cycle is the goal in the future. 
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